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SURFACES OF CONSTANT MEAN CURVATURE 1 IN H3
AND ALGEBRAIC CURVES ON A QUADRIC

A. J. SMALL

(Communicated by Peter Li)

Abstract. We show that there exists a natural correspondence between holo-

morphic curves in PSL(2, C) that are null with respect to the Cartan-Killing

metric, and holomorphic curves on Pi x Pi . This correspondence derives from

classical osculation duality between curves in P3 and its dual, PJ . Thus,

via Bryant's correspondence, surfaces of constant mean curvature 1 in the 3-

dimensional hyperbolic space of curvature -1, are studied in terms of complex

geometry: in particular, 'Weierstrass representation formulae' for such surfaces

are derived.

Introduction

PSL(2, C) is naturally endowed with a conformai structure by translation of

its Cartan-Killing form. Viewing PSL(2, C) as the oriented orthonormal frame

bundle of H3, the 3-dimensional hyperbolic space of curvature -1, Bryant [4]

showed that a holomorphic curve in PSL(2, C) that is null with respect to this

conformai structure projects to H3 to give a surface of constant mean curvature
1 and furthermore that every such surface in H3 arises in this way. This is

analogous to the fact that holomorphic curves in C3 that are null with respect

to the complexification of the Euclidean structure on R3 project to R3 to give

surfaces of constant mean curvature 0, i.e. minimal surfaces.
In this paper we give a simple characterization of such null curves in

PSL(2, C) in terms of the geometry of its compactification, P3. This facilitates

the study of a natural correspondence which exists between these null curves

and free holomorphic curves on a nonsingular quadric surface in the dual P3

(see (2.7)). This correspondence is the analogue of the correspondence between

null curves in C3 and curves on the singular quadric surface in P3 given by

the cone over a quadric curve. That correspondence was first discovered by
Lie and underlies the classical Weierstrass representation formulae for minimal
surfaces in R3 (see [12]). Both correspondences are particular instances of the

classical duality between curves in P3 and P3 determined by osculation. In

another direction they may be generalized to a correspondence for null curves

in an Einstein-Weyl space (see [14]).
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We describe analogues of the Weierstrass formulae that generate null mero-
morphic curves in PSL(2, C) from pairs of meromorphic functions on a Rie-

mann surface of arbitrary genus and thus determine explicit formulae for sur-

faces of constant mean curvature 1 in H3. We describe how various features of
the geometry of the null curve are determined by the meromorphic functions.

In addition we describe moduli for null meromorphic curves in PSL(2, C) and

calculate rational and elliptic examples. Finally we outline a possible applica-

tion of this work to the study of monopoles on hyperbolic space.

There is renewed interest in surfaces in H" and surfaces of constant mean

curvature in particular (see [10] and the references cited therein). Recently,

Bobenko [3], using methods from soliton theory, has given explicit constructions

for all constant mean curvature tori in R3, S3, and H3 in terms of theta

functions.
The differential geometric significance of our work rests on Bryant's results

[4]. Our approach however, which is similar to that in [12], is derived from

Hitchin's work in [7]. It has been drawn to our attention that Kerbaugh [9] has

derived Weierstrass formulae similar to those described in §3.

1. Duality and the Einstein-Weyl structure

(1.1) PSL(2,C) may be viewed as the complement in P3 of the nonsingular

quadric surface, Q2 = iad - be = 0). Let Q\ c P3 parameterize the collection
of hyperplanes in P3 that lie tangent to Q2 ; it is clear from duality that Q2

parameterizes the hyperplanes in P3 that are tangent to Q\ and Q2 = Q2.
Thus points of PSL(2, C) are characterized by the fact that they are dual to

hyperplanes in P3 that are not tangent to Q\ .
Q\ is isomorphic to P^xPj, where FA and YB parametrize the families

of .4-lines and 5-lines on Ô2 respectively (see [5]). Each factor is isomor-

phic to Pj, and nontangential hyperplane intersections comprise the (1, 1)-
homology class. Consequently, identification of the factors by a choice of

a nontangential hyperplane intersection together with an ordering the factors

identifies PSL(2, C) with Aut(Pi), since Vq , the (1, l)-curve on Q\ dual to
q e PSL(2, C), then gives the graph of an automorphism of P- . We identify

the factors using the curve that corresponds with e, the usual identity element

of PSL(2,C).

(1.2) Hitchin [7] has shown that the moduli space of a complete family of

rational curves on a complex surface which have self-intersection number 2
is naturally an Einstein-Weyl space. So, in particular, PSL(2, C) has such a

structure. He uses a theorem of Kodaira which describes the tangent space at a

point of the moduli space. Here this says that there is a canonical isomorphism

k : F9PSL(2, C) S H°(Pq, cf(Nq)),

where Nq —> fq is the normal bundle. Since Nq has degree two, the set of

global holomorphic sections which possess a double root on Fq gives, via this
isomorphism, a null cone in Tq¥SL(2, C) : thus one obtains a conformai struc-

ture on PSL(2, C). A direction at q G PSL(2, C) is determined by a pair of
points {n, p} c¥q, and the set of (1, l)-curves whose intersection with P9 is

{17, p} gives a curve on PSL(2, C) with this direction at q . This determines

a distinguished class of curves on PSL(2, C) : Hitchin shows that they are the
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geodesies of a projective connection and furthermore that if n = p, then the

corresponding geodesic is null.

(1.3) Proposition. The totally geodesic null hypersurfaces of the Einstein-Weyl
structure on PSL(2, C) are cut out by the hyperplanes in P3 that lie tangent to

Qi-
Proof. Fix p e Qj, and consider the dual hyperplane p* and the hypersurface

S% = p* n PSL(2, C). The tangent directions F?<5* c H°(Fq ,tf(Nq)) give
the infinitesimal deformations of Fq in directions on S^ : these are of the

form {a ; o(p) = 0} . It follows immediately from (1.2) that the geodesies thus
determined lie on <5^ and furthermore that there is a unique null geodesic

through q that lies on J5^ . Hence ^ is a totally geodesic null hypersurface
of PSL(2, C).

Conversely, suppose that q e PSL(2, C) lies on a totally geodesic null hy-
persurface A?. TqS" is a null plane in H°(Fq, cf(Nq)) and is therefore of
the form {o ; o(p) = 0} for some fixed p e Fq. For any other q' e S?,

Fqi intersects Fq at two points, counted with multiplicity, giving the geodesic

in PSL(2, C) that passes through q and q'. Since S* is totally geodesic this
geodesic lies on S* and consequently must give a tangent direction at q, which
implies that p eFq, r\Fq. So for any q' e PSL(2, C), Fq. passes through p,
and hence S" c S"ß . We suppose that every totally geodesic surface is extended
to its maximal domain of definition, and hence S* = ^ .

Remark. Observe that Fq parametrizes the set of totally geodesic null hyper-
surfaces which pass through q e PSL(2, C).

(1.4) A deformation of a (1, l)-curve Fq on Ql amounts to the same thing

as a curve of automorphisms of Pi which passes through q, viewed as an

element of Aut(Pi) following (1.1). Let nx, n2: Ql -> Pi denote the projection

maps into the factors of Qj ~ Pi xFx. The following gives an isomorphism,

Ni*(9°*i\Tt)-lT*i>

%.t(0)(pi><pi)-2i<Opi.

where (u, v) —> v-dq(u), since the kernel is T^c,q{Q)Fq . Hence the bijectivity

°f ^iIp, gives the isomorphism

/: H°(FX, cf(q'xTFx)) S H°(Fq , cf(Nq)),

where i(tr) = o o nx\ril.

In these terms Kodaira's isomorphism may be described as follows: suppose
that w: U —> PSL(2, C), U c C open, is such that w(uo) = q ■ Then writing
w : U x Pi -> Pi we have

The following is an easy exercise.

(1.5) Proposition. The conformai structure on PSL(2,C) determined by Ko-

daira 's isomorphism coincides with that induced by translation of the Cartan-
Killing form.
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2. The Gauss transform, osculation, and the correspondence

(2.1) Let M be a Riemann surface, and recall that a nonconstant holomorphic

curve w: M —> PSL(2, C) is said to be null if dw(^) is a null vector for all

u e M.
Away from the zeros of dw, K(dw(-^)) has a double root on Pw(u), at

Yw(u) say. Yw extends over the zeros of dw in the usual way, and thus one

obtains a holomorphic map r„, : M —> Q* which, because of the close analogy

with the Euclidean case [12], we call the Gauss transform of w . Projection of

Yw to the Pi-factors yields a pair of Gauss maps to FX:YW = (yx, y2).

Remark. Yw(u) gives the totally geodesic null hypersurface of PSL(2, C) that

is determined at w(u) by dw(-jfc).

From (1.4) it follows that if dw(u) ¿ 0, then |^(u, -) has a double zero

at yx(u) e Fx. This gives

Proposition. A nonconstant map w: M -> PSL(2, C) is null iff

^(u,Q=cf[(C-yx(u))2].

Note that y2(u) = w(u, yx(u)).

(2.2) Recall that a holomorphic curve p : M —> P3 is said to be full if si =
p{M) does not lie on any hyperplane (and that if si is algebraic, then its degree

is at least three). The map p* : M —► F*, given on a dense open set by

p*(u) = span|puiu),dpu i-^A ,d2pv

where pu '■ U -> C4 is a lift of p over U, the domain of a coordinate chart

in M, is well defined and gives the dual curve of p. The same construction

applied to p* yields p.
At a point u e M where si is smooth, p*(u) gives the hyperplane of P3

that intersects si at p(u) with multiplicity (at least) three. If j/ c P3 is an
algebraic curve, this determines a birational map between stf and a dual curve

si* c PS. See [5] or [6] for further details.

(2.3) It is useful for our purposes to observe that when si = 'p(M) c F* lies
on Qj ~ Pi x Pi, osculation may be described as follows.

An automorphism of Pi is determined by its two-jet at any point, and hence
there is a (canonical) holomorphic, map

v: irPl -> Aut(Pi),

where ¿§5», is the étalé space of the sheaf whose stalk at C <= Pi comprises the
germs of holomorphic functions with nonzero derivative at Ç. v is given on

the stalk at Ç by sending a germ at Ç to the uniquely determined automorphism

that has the same two-jet there.
Provided that p is full, it lifts into Up, over a dense open subset M, c M,

and composition of this lift with v determines a holomorphic map

pt: M, — Aut(Pi).

It is clear that the graph of the osculating automorphism thus determined at

ue M* is cut out by the hyperplane of P3 that osculates there in the classical

sense, and hence p, = p*\m. ■

I )}■
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(2.4) Proposition. The holomorphic curve v : -Sp, —> PSL(2, C) is null, and its

Gauss transform is given by

r„([/k) = (C, /(C)).

(Cf. [12, Theorem 3.6].)

Proof. By definition of v , for any [f]t0 G tip, there is some neighbourhood of

Co on which the following equation holds

/(C)-K[/]io,C) = ^[(C-Co)3].

In the local chart [f]r0 —> Co on tip, , differentiation of this equation gives

!^a/k„,c)=¿n(c-Co)2],

so it follows from (2.1) that v is a null curve and yi([/]f0) = Co •

rvo/k) = (nd/fc). KL/ko. 7i([/l&))) = (Co, !/([/]{., Co)) = (Co, /(Co)),

from the first equation above.

(2.5) Corollary. Suppose that the image of a full curve p : M -* F* lies on Q*.
Then p*(M) n PSL(2, C) is a null curve in PSL(2, C).

(2.6) We now show that all full null curves in PSL(2, C) arise in this way and
that they are dual, as curves in P3, to their Gauss transforms.

Proposition. Let M be a Riemann surface, and suppose that w: Az"-»PSL(2,C)
is a null holomorphic curve such that yx is nonconstant. Then w = Y*^.

Proof. Suppose dyx(uo)^0 and that y7x is an inverse for yx on a neighbour-

hood of Co = 7i(«o) such that yf'iCo) = "o •
The Gauss transform is given by Yw(u) = (yx(u), w(u, yi(u))), and hence

/(C) := w(y7x(Q, C) gives a local implicit description over Pi of part of it.
Now,

rttr .     dw ,       „ ,dy7x _.     dw,       _.
/(Co) = -qTt(uo> Co)-^-("o,Co) + -^-(wo, Co)-

But, from the nullity criterion of (2.1), f^(«o, Co) = 0, and hence

.„._ .      d2w .      * ,dy~7x .      _.     d2w.
/ (Co) = 5^7(Mo, Co)-^-("o, Co) + -pjTtOo, Co).

Again from (2.1), ^f^(«o, Co) = 0. Consequently,

H[f]J = w(y7x(r0),-).

So w coincides with Y*^ on an open subset, and hence, by uniqueness of

analytic continuation, they coincide where the latter is defined.

Remark. From this, together with the fact that p** = p, it follows that Yw =

w* ; i.e., the Gauss transform of a null curve in PSL(2, C) is given by oscu-

lating the curve as a subset of P3 in the classical sense. Note that if w: M ->
PSL(2, C) is full, then yx is nonconstant.
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(2.7) Corollary. Null curves in PSL(2,C) are characterized by the fact that the

hyperplanes of P3 that osculate them lie tangent to Q2, the quadric at infinity

o/PSL(2,C).

Accordingly, we call a curve p: M —» P3, such that p*iM) c Q* , a null

curve. We summarise these results in the following

Theorem. If a full curve si cF* lies on Q*, then si* is the extension to P3
of a full null curve in PSL(2, C). Every full null curve in PSL(2, C) arises in

this way.

Remark. The above calculations could equally well have been phrased in terms

of y2.

3. Weierstrass formulae and the geometry of null curves

(3.1) Suppose that ig, f) is a pair of meromorphic functions on a Rie-
mann surface M and that g is not constant. It follows from inspection of
v: pip, —► PSL(2, C), as described in (2.3), that the following formulae give a
null meromorphic curve co: M* -» PSL(2, C)

"■(;«)■

where M* is M punctured at a finite positive number of points and

a = iff2 - i/(/r3/2/",   ß=/{(/r1/2 + k(/r3/2/"} - g(f)l/\

y = -i(/r3/2/", à = if')'1/2 + ig(/')-3/2/",

where /' = df/dg and /" = d2f/dg2. If (g, /) are such that /= (9(g) for
some 6 e PSL(2, C), then the resulting curve is constant.

Observe that if both / and g are nonconstant, then the pair (/, g) gen-
erates w~x from the above. This accords with the identification in (1.1) of

PSL(2,C) with Aut(Pi).

(3.2) Conversely, it follows from (2.7) that every full null meromorphic curve

in PSL(2, C) has such a representation in terms of its Gauss maps. (We restrict

attention here to meromorphic curves simply for the sake of simplicity. It is

clear that similar statements hold for general curves.)

(3.3) Explicit formulae for the surface of constant mean curvature 1 in H3 c

R3, ' that is determined by projection of w are given by solving

œœ'=(Xo + Xi    Xx + iX2).

\XX — IX2      Xo - Xi J

(3.4) Given meromorphic functions ig,f) on a Riemann surface M, we

characterize, in terms of (g, /), the ends of the null curve generated by (3.1),
i.e., those points of M in the vicinity of which the null curve determined by

ig, f) leaves every relatively compact subset of PSL(2, C). This gives the end

structure of the corresponding constant mean curvature 1 surface in H3.
Recall from (1.1) that points on the quadric at infinity, Q2, give the tan-

gential hyperplane intersections with Qf2~FxxFx. Hence it follows that we

simply have to characterize those points where (g, /)(Af) osculates such an

intersection.
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Theorem. Suppose that the meromorphic functions ig, f) are such that g is

nonconstant and f # 0(g) for any 9 e PSL(2, C). Let ^oo(g), ^oo(/), and

3¡ooif, g) denote the divisor of poles of g, f, and their intersection respectively.

Then the ends of the null meromorphic curve in PSL(2, C) generated by (3.1)
are given as

U 6 M - (SU?) uSU/)); j-g(t) = 0 or 0(i) = »} ,

{«e«.t.)-«.(/. «);^j«)-o«r^«).-}.

f da) d\\)       }
U e 2¡M)-2SM, g); -¿fß) = o or -^({) = ooI,

Í ¿(7) ¿2(j) 1
|i e SU/, g) ; jfá(i) = 0 or -^(Q = ̂ .

Remark. Symmetry here in the conditions on (g, /) follows from

dp   dg2 \df) -

(3.5) It follows from (3.1 ) that

d  (a   ß\_    ldg(df\-xl2 If   -gf\

dt\v    à)-    2dt\dg)       W>{l     -g)>

where A7g(f) is the Schwarzian derivative of / with respect to g. Away from
ends, the vanishing of S^g(f) at a point means that the osculating section ac-

tually hyperosculates the curve in Q\ , i.e., agrees with the curve at that point

to order three.

Note that an automorphism hyperosculates iff the hyperplane of F* that cuts

out its graph hyperosculates the curve in the classical sense.

(3.6) Lifting co locally over U c M to a curve co in SL(2, C) gives a null

curve with respect to the complexified Euclidean structure on I4 and thus a

minimal surface <p: U -» R4. Note that the branch points of the metric induced
by the (branched) minimal immersion on R4 are given by the vanishing of

(3.7) Suppose that si c Q2~FxxFx is an irreducible algebraic curve, which
is full as a curve in P3. Let W denote the divisor Pi x {0} and 9~ denote the

divisor {0} x Pi. The corresponding null meromorphic curve xp^ in PSL(2, C)

has a domain of definition the desingularization 6¡¿ : si —> si .

(si >&~ ,si 'W) = (kx, k2) is the bidegree of si and gives the bidegree of

the Gauss transform YWj/ = (yx, y2).
kx + k2 = d, the degree of si as a curve in P3".

si lies in the linear system \kx^ + k2^\: fullness, together with irreducibil-

ity, implies that kx, k2 > 0 (see [6, §V.2]). It follows from (2.7) that these
linear systems give natural compactifications of the moduli spaces of null mero-
morphic curves in PSL(2, C) and thus the corresponding 'algebraic' surfaces
of constant mean curvature one in H3.
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The genus of a generic curve si e \kxg? + k2!fF\, which is smooth, is given

by the adjunction formula: g = kxk2- (kx + k2) + 1 (see [4, 5]).

Remark. For such an si , full in P3, there are 12kxk2 -&(kx+k2) points where

si is hyperosculated.

(3.8) Example. For (*(£),/(<*)) = (<*«,»*'), p,q > 1 coprime, (3.1) gives
the null meromorphic curve i/>v

¿A = (g, /)(pi) iies in I-7^ +pA?\ and is smooth iff q = 1 or p = I.
If p = q = 1, the si* is simply a point; otherwise t/zy has ends at 0 and

00.

(3.9) Example. Let A c C be a lattice with Eisenstein constants g2, g3 and p

be the associated Weierstrass function. The elliptic curve si in FxxFx~Q2x,

given by completion of n1 = 4C3 - g2C- #3, is parametrized by (p, p') : C/A —>
j/ . j/ lies in |2tf + 3&~\ and has degree five as a curve in P3. The virtual

genus of si is two, which is the genus of a smooth curve in |2J? + 1^\ :

the difference between this and the real genus of si is a contribution from

a singularity. Osculation of si gives the following genus one null curve in
PSL(2,C)

3g22 + 48g3p-24g2p2 + 240p4

2v/2(-g2 + 12p2)3/2(-g3 _ g2p + 4p3)l/4 '

«      4g2g3 -f- g22p - 96g3p2 - 40g2p3 - 48ps

2v/2(-g2 + 12p2)3/2(-g3 - g2p + 4p3)l/4 '

g22 + 48g3p + 24g2p2-48p4

2v/2(-g2 + 12p2)3/2(-g3 - g2p + 4p3)3/4 '

s = 4g2g3 + 3g2p - 96g3p2 - 88g2p3 + 240ps

" 2v^(-g2 + 12p2)3/2(-g3 - g2p + 4p3)3/4 •

This curve has four ends. Note that variation of g2, g3 gives a family of such

curves.

4. Final remarks

(4.1 ) Atiyah [ 1 ] has shown that finite energy solutions of the SU(2)-Bogomolny

equations over H3 may be encoded into an auxiliary spectral curve A7, which

is an algebraic curve on Qj . A7 has bidegree (k, k) where k is the mag-

netic charge of the monopole. This is analogous to Hitchin's [8] encipher-

ing of finite energy solutions of the SU(2)-Bogomolny equations over R3 into
algebraic curves on a singular quadric surface in P3. Atiyah suggests that

various aspects of the Euclidean case might be elucidated by the limiting be-
haviour of monopoles on H3(-r) -» R3, as the curvature t —► 0. This cor-

responds to the degeneration of a family of nonsingular quadric surfaces in
P3: Qi-t) -* singular quadric cone as t —» 0.
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(4.2) It follows from (2.7) that osculation of A? determines a null meromor-

phic curve in PSL(2, C) and thus a surface Z, of constant mean curvature 1

in H3. The monopole may be recovered from £. How does the geometry of I

reflect the structure of the monopole"] In particular, the following features of I.

might elucidate the monopole's structure

• the ends of E,
• the points of hyperosculation of S",
• the total Gaussian curvature of the metric induced on S" (punctured).

(4.3) Bryant asserts that the total Gaussian curvature induced by an algebraic

mean curvature 1 immersion is some (negative) integer multiple of 4n . When
the dual curve has bidegree ikx ,k2) it seems likely that this is some expression
symmetric in kx,k2. It would follow that the charge of a hyperbolic monopole
may be written as the integral of the Gaussian curvature of the natural metric

induced on the punctured spectral curve.

This is analogous to the observation we make in the Euclidean case [15]

where furthermore, we show that the null curve determined by osculation of the
spectral curve generates the singularity set of the extended solution on C3 and

the corresponding integral representation has a residue theoretic interpretation.

(The latter is analogous to the fact that the charge of an instanton equals the

degree of the corresponding hypersurface of jumping lines (see [2].)

(4.4) Polar decomposition gives a map SL(2, C) -+ SU(2). What surfaces in
S3, are generated by projection of null curves?

(4.5) Use of real structures should facilitate the construction of nonorientable

examples of constant mean curvature one surfaces in H3.
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Added in proof

The author would like to draw the reader's attention to the following refer-

ences:

M. Umehara and K. Yamada, Complete surfaces of constant mean curvature

-1 in the hyperbolic l-space, Ann. of Math. (2) 137 (1993), 611-638.
S. K. Donaldson, Boundary value problems for Yang-Mills fields, J. Geom.

Phys. 8 (1992), 89-122. (Section 3.3 in particular.)
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